Facilitator’s
Guide

Psychological
First Aid

INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDE
Course Description: This module is the orientation/skill development module for those
individuals who wish to be aware of and/or utilize Psychological First Aid skills for AHS staff.

Course Outcome: Participants will strengthen their knowledge and understanding of









Our common experience
History of PFA
The Psychosocial aspect of PFA
Understanding PFA
Providing PFA
Scenario
Health footprint of this pandemic
Self-care

Learning Exploration:



The role of a PFA provider
The stages/impact of COVID-19
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF FACILITATOR
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up Whiteboards
Lead activities and discussions
Answer questions
Complete class preparation activities

Whiteboard set up:
Slide
14
19
24
42

Output
What has helped you be resilient during this pandemic?
Think about a time when you successfully stepped in to help someone in crisis. What made
what you did or said help (alternatively: think about at time when someone stepped in to
help you in a time of need)
In thinking about preparing, looking& listening, what barriers might you have to overcome?
What listening strategies have you used in the past?
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FACILITATION OUTLINE
Slide #

Topic

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

2

Welcome

Quick conversation about the purpose of this module. Position PFA
within the Resilience, Wellness and Mental Health Supports

Ask the group to introduce themselves and indicate their current role in the IM

3&4

Your participant Package & What we’ll
be discussing

Remind the group that there are some slides in the presentation that
won’t be in the participant guide and information in the participant
guide that we won’t be spending a lot of time on in the session. Most
of the time in the session is reserved for the group to explore and
strengthen the skills they already have.

1.
2.

Providing PFA means you may find yourself supporting people who
are experiencing deep and direct expressions of grief. You may hear
sad and painful stories and those stories may really hit home from
your own experience.

Review the wordle

5

Have group review the slide objectives
Ask if there are any questions before we get started

Ask the group if what’s been identified resonates for them and what is new because of the
pandemic – even in the midst of the pandemic, life happens – the pandemic just makes it harder to
be resilient in the face of
If you’re comfortable, share some of your own worries and how you’re feeling during this
pandemic.

6

The main goal of PFA training is to empower first aiders to help individuals regain a sense control and self-reliance.
Let the group know that there is a wealth of resources about PFA included in their participant package.
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Slide #

Topic

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

8

Brief positioning of how PFA came into being. Spend very little time on this

9

The main thing to stress here is that we’re not counsellors or trauma
experts.

Really focus on everyday emotional and social needs – there will be individuals in the group who
have background and experience in social work, psychological health care, etc and the main thing
to recognize in PFA is that our ‘clinical’ hats need to be taken off to step into PFA.
Open Discussion
Ask the group to think about their own responses to the pandemic (stay-at-home orders, social
distancing, working from home for perhaps the first time) and what kind of support they would
like to have

10

AHS psychosocial framework to help guide us in supporting individual
and organizational resiliency during the changing landscape of COVID19.
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Don’t spend a lot of time on this, but walk through the 4 level of needs (See slide notes).
Ask the group where they think AHS is in terms of timing. Ask the group what strategies have
been used to ensure regular communication has occurred and what supports have been provided

4

Slide #

Topic

11

13

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

Safety becomes the primary focus or concern for most people during
a pandemic and can override the organization’s ability to support the
other elements

Review each of the elements (See slide notes).

PFA is a way of helping people immediately after a crisis event. It
provides practical support that respects a person’s dignity, culture,
and abilities.

Stress that anyone can provide PFA support and that each of the participants already have the
skills to do so.

Tell the group that you will be spending most of the session focusing on the PFA Action Principles
that support these essential elements

Because the pandemic response is an “enduring event” health care
workers may experience many single events during the pandemic.
Some of these events might have significant impact while others
might have cumulative impact.
14

15

What has helped you be resilient
during this pandemic?

Everyone is impacted in a pandemic, which is not the case with all
disasters. The impact and response phase overlap; the impacts are
arriving in stages/waves, with no clear delineation. As we inform
ourselves about the evolving impacts of pandemic and steps we can
take to keep ourselves and others safe.

Whiteboard Exercise

Quickly confirm that what the group identified aligns with the points on this slide. Ask the group to reflect on the skills needed to support what PFA is and how they
already demonstrate these skills in their current practices.
Remind participants that the individual will identify what’s most important to them and to not fall into questioning techniques
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Slide #

Topic

16

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

It’s really important to spend some time on what PFA is not so that participants realize they already have skills and abilities to provide PFA

17

What about your current AHS role
positions you well to support PFA?

Everyone can provide PFA support and you already have knowledge,
skill and ability to do so. Outside of your AHS role, there’s a good
chance that each of you are already providing some level of PFA
support to family, friends, neighbours, etc.

Open discussion

19

You are already skilled

This discussion uses appreciative inquiry to get at what makes PFA
effective

Whiteboard
Open Discussion
Ask the group if there are trends in what’s being identified
Ask the group if any special skills were needed to demonstrate what’s been identified

20

Remind the group that we naturally step into a PFA role when we support friends and family through challenges.
Making the conscious choice to be a first aider is about being mindful about those practices, and thinking about how what you are doing is about helping others help
themselves. The PFA model follows and provides a pathway for how first aiders work.

21

This is the model that we will spend most of the rest of the session on. There are 4 Action Principles to this model and reflect best practice on how to support staff during
this pandemic. We will walk through the four steps to orient you and then, through the scenario exercise, have a chance to strategize and practice how we would provide
PFA through the 4 steps.
At this point, you can mention that there are a variety of PFA models out there – the AHS model is grounded in the World Health Organization’s model.
Key note: The WHO created these principles with a community-response in mind so if participants read the WHO Guide for Fieldworkers, they’ll see a lot of community
actions identified. We won’t be discussing these actions as we’re focused on staff support.
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Slide #
22

Topic

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

The prepare stage is most relevant in a community-based response;
however, if you know something about why an individual is reaching
out to you for PFA support, you can use this information to help you
prepare.

Open discussion

Fears & reactions can emerge due to lack of knowledge, rumours, and
misinformation. PFA responders have a valuable role in providing
accurate and timely information, dispelling myths (including info
about the disease/virus), sharing clear messages about healthy,
adaptive behaviours, and helping individuals to build trust in their
own capacity to cope.

Also remind participants that resources are not just the ones provided on Insite, etc.

Where could you go to help understand AHS’ approach and response to COVID-19?

An important aspect of preparing – is self-care. Checking in with
yourself and ensuring you are in a place where you can support
others. We will talk about self-care extensively later.
23

One of the challenges will be in providing PFA support via the
phone/skype –
Important Note

When providing support remotely (phone or online) to ask people to give their
whereabouts/alternative contact information in case the call is dropped or if there is a medical
emergency.

It’s important in these circumstances that “Look” is combined with
the next action principle of “Listen”
24

Listening carefully to what the individual is telling you about their
situation and what their needs are is critically important
Remember
You will not be able to meet all their needs, so it’s critical to find out
what’s most important to the person at that moment

When providing support remotely (phone or online) ask people to give their
whereabouts/alternative contact information in case the call is dropped or if there is a medical
emergency.
Remind participants that silence is ok. That given enough time (and quiet) most people will
speak again, add more, and start making sense for themselves.
Whiteboard
In thinking about preparing, looking & listening, what barriers might you have to overcome?
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Slide #

Topic

25

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

It’s important to keep up to date re: resources and supports

If you’re comfortable, share a story about reaching out for support or identifying a support that
you were previously unaware of

Remind participants not to always default to internal resources
An effective approach in linking, is attempting to understand the
individual’s usual self-care practices – and helping them investigate
which ones make the most sense for them in the moment.
Remind participants that there is a tool on page 15 of their participant
guide that they can use during the scenario
26

Where PFA is applicable

AHS’ Mental Health Continuum model was developed using the Road to Mental Readiness model developed by the Mental Health Commission of Canada, the Canadian
Armed Forces, and the Calgary Police Service to address stigma surrounding mental illness in first responder practitioners and to teach them how to build resiliency.
It’s critically important to look and listen to determine where the person is on the spectrum of symptoms.
Remind participants that, in a PFA role, we are not acting as social workers, trauma counsellors or therapists and it’s important to know when PFA is applicable and when
professional help is needed.
This is also where you can discuss about what to do if the PFA Responder is concerned about the individual thinking about harming themselves and/or others

28 – 31

Prepare scenario

The scenario is in their participant guide. Let the group know that
you will be moving them into breakout rooms and have them only
reference page 17 for the first breakout session which is “Prepare”.

Ask the group to come back prepared to identify one thing of interest that came up in the group
discussion and also what steps they identified to prepare for the PFA discussion with Sandra

This breakout should be timed for a 5 minute discussion
Zoom will automatically start a 60 second countdown in the
breakout rooms
As a facilitator you can broadcast messages to the group in their
breakout rooms – you might want to send a message at the half way
mark, inviting the group to identify a spokesperson
32

Prepare Summary

See if the group identified additional steps
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Slide #

Topic

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

33 - 35

Look scenario

One of the challenges will be in providing PFA support via the
phone/skype –

Ask the group to come back prepared to identify one thing of interest that came up in the group
discussion and also their responses to the 3 questions:

Important Note

How can you “look” at Sandra in a virtual environment? What are you looking for?

It’s important in these circumstances that “Look” is combined with
the next action principle of “Listen”

What might indicate to you that Sandra is in serious distress?

When providing support remotely (phone or online) to ask people to
give their whereabouts/alternative contact information in case the
call is dropped or if there is a medical emergency.
This breakout should be timed for a 10 minute discussion
Zoom will automatically start a 60 second countdown in the
breakout rooms
As a facilitator you can broadcast messages to the group in their
breakout rooms – you might want to send a message at the half way
mark reminding the group to consider the differences between
offering support in person, on camera and on the telephone
36

Look Summary

Open discussion
What strategies can you use to help someone become physically comfortable?

37-39

Listen Scenario

Sandra’s story is on page 19 of the participant guide.
This breakout should be timed for a 15 minute discussion

Ask the group to come back prepared to identify one thing of interest that came up in the group
discussion and also what they have identified as Sandra’s most critical needs/concerns.

Zoom will automatically start a 60 second countdown in the
breakout rooms
As a facilitator you can broadcast messages to the group in their
breakout rooms – you might want to send a message at the half way
mark reminding the group to explore what really listening to
someone listening involves/includes.
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40

41

Listen Summary

Remind participants that additional strategies are in their participant
guide.

Open discussion
Ask if anyone watched the Brene Brown short video – if yes, what were their thoughts? If no, ask
the group to identify the differences between sympathy and empathy and why it’s important to
step into empathy when listening to someone needing PFA assistance

Remind the group that even as a PFA responder, their emotions can be heightened when hearing sad and painful stories. It’s important to be aware of how we are feeling
and responding as stress increases. Remind the participants that there are lots of great courses through MLL to help strengthen their listening strategies.
If you’re comfortable, share a story about when a ‘crucial’ conversation became tense and/or awkward for you, how you recognized what was happening and how you
addressed the tenseness. (Alternatively, you can look up these strategies by googling Crucial Conversations and discuss these strategies with the group).
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Slide #

Topic

Facilitator notes

42

What listening strategies have you
used in the past?

Whiteboard

Discussion Focus

Look for similarities and observe that the knowledge, skill and ability needed for PFA is already evident in the group
Providing PFA support hinges on how well you have great conversations. A great conversation requires a balance between talking and listening. There’s a huge difference
between being in inquiry and being in advocacy. When we’re in inquiry, we are listening and consulting with the other person. When we’re in advocacy, we’re asserting
our own perceptions, beliefs, bias’ and assumptions. Staying high in advocacy results in the other person shutting down in the conversation.

43

Remind participants that there’s a link to a Tedx talk about this in their participant guide.

Ask the group to come back prepared to identify one thing of interest that came up in the group
discussion and also what resources and supports the group identified to help Sandra.

44-46

Link scenario

This breakout should be timed for a 10 minute discussion

47

Link Summary

Remind participants that resources don’t just have to be the ones internal to AHS. Also remind them of the resources provided in their participant package

48

In all 4 steps, the key is staying on what has been working for the individual, identifying accurate and timely resources and focusing on problem solving.
People differ in the degree to which they are connected and resilient. Making sure you’re suggesting supports and resources that are relevant and applicable is critical.
Remember the goal of first aid to help the individual regain their ability to care for themselves, and feel like they have some level of safety and control.

49

This is not in the participant guide.
Dr. Sohail Gandhi has written an article for CanadianHealthcarenetwork.ca – the article discusses 4 ‘waves’ to the current pandemic, focusing on the long term implications
of the healthcare system being overwhelmed. As we can see from the visual, there are long term ramifications to this current pandemic (and from others in the past) –
While the article focuses on the erosion of the healthcare infrastructure, what is evident is the need for PFA to respond to the psychosocial impacts of that erosion for
many years. What isn’t depicted in the visual is a ‘second’ wave of COVID-19 that could be experienced in conjunction with the fall influenza season and how these erosions
to healthcare infrastructure then become repeated again and again.
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Slide #

Topic

Facilitator notes

Discussion Focus

52-53

What in-the-moment self-care actions
are most helpful to you?

Self-care is an essential part of a first-aider’s toolkit. Our own resilience levels impact our ability to support others.
If you’re comfortable, share a self-care strategy of your own and how it helps you.
•
•
•

Ask folks to white-board strategies that work both when you feel like you have lots of time and energy, and strategies when you feel “slammed”.
Ask about essential practice, verses nice to haves.
Ask about how they have been evolving their self-care strategies to overcome the barriers of closed services like gyms, physio therapists, spas etc..

Chances are, our own self-care strategies can be helpful for others if we speak to how they have helped us.
If you’re comfortable, share a self-care strategy of your own and how it helps you.
Don’t take a lot of time on these slides – just remind participants that we all have our own lives and challenges and barriers that may prevent us from being effective on
any given day. Remind participants that self-awareness of their stressors is critical to successfully using PFA.

54 &55

56

Ongoing Support

Reassure participants that it’s totally up to them if they want to be a PFA provider (formally or informally). There will be a support system for those who choose to be
identified formally as a PFA Provider (or facilitator). Regardless, they now have a solid foundation on what PFA is, and hopefully, recognize that they had these skills all
along.
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